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cool to carpool | Some of the athletes rode to
training together. Cadence Fredricey, Riley

Kaffine, and their younger siblings decided to
carpool, as they both participated in summer

training. "It was fun to hang out with Riley
each morning before going to practice,"

Cadence exclaimed.

a sense of spirit | In order to get
ready for the cross country

season, some athletes trained
with the high school team over
the summer. "My favorite part
was the team spirit. There was

just a sense of belonging and
welcoming and it was really fun,"

Nathan Harding said.

chew on this
privileges revoked | For the first few weeks of school,

8th graders were able to eat outside. However, this
option was quickly taken away due to leaving trash
scattered about. Many 8th graders believe that it is

better to sit outdoors."It's just a way to be outside with
your friends. It's not so crammed," mentioned Dawson

Smith. "We deserve more freedom, like the high
schoolers," Carson Hausmann stated.

excuses

reasons to run | Starting a new sport
at the beginning of the school year

can be overwhelming. A few
students, including Tate Stadler,

Nyla DeLalio, and Sofia DeLalio,
decided to prepare over the summer.
"I wanted some extra practice before

we started the season," Nyla
explained. "I was just really into cross

country and  I had a lot of free time
this summer," Sofia stated.
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around the
fun in florida | Over the
summer, Lorelai Hill went
to Florida. She stayed for a
week and visited both
Universal Studios and the
Islands of Adventure.
Lorelai actually liked
Florida more than
Colorado. "The driving
there is so much better,"
Lorelai commented.

exciting experiences |
North Carolina was the
place to be this summer
for Hannah Douglas. "My
favorite part was getting to
see different parts of the
country and spending
time with my family. The
scenery was different
everywhere we went. It
was a lot hotter and we got
to spend a lot of time at
the ocean," Hannah
recalled.

a summer of travel |
During the break, Judah
Wilson  traveled all over
the world. He stated, "I
liked going to the Eiffel
Tower, it was super fun!
Also, the Louvre Museum,
seeing the Mona Lisa, it
was really interesting."
Judah's favorite place of
all was Barcelona. "It was
party time all the time,"
he exclaimed.

globe
Noah Coleman
Jimmy Garcia

Avery Moloney
Keira Grigsby
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